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Introduction
BY KEN PAULSON

1 for All is the nation’s longest-running program

building public awareness of the amendment that
keeps us free—the First Amendment.

A program of the Free Speech Center at Middle Tennessee State
University in Murfreesboro, 1 for All is a nonpartisan, nonprofit
campaign to boost understanding of our freedoms of speech,
press, assembly, religion and petition—on college campuses, in
high schools and across the country.
It’s been an exciting year for the First Amendment on college
campuses across the country as the 1 for All campaign hits
its stride.
A total of 50 college campuses applied for funding to support a
range of First Amendment-related programs and activities in 2018,
2019 and 2020, including:
• 1 for All campus events.
• Projects promoting the First Amendment in
public relations courses.
• A presentation and performance called Shut Up and
Dance, explaining and celebrating First Amendment
freedoms through popular music.
With widespread misunderstanding of our core freedoms, in
schools and in the public, the First Amendment needs a champion.
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1 for All:
A quick history
1 for All was founded in 2007 by then-USA Today Editor Ken Paulson,
now professor at the Middle Tennessee State University College of Media
and Entertainment and a First Amendment scholar. Founding partners
include journalists, educators, First Amendment lawyers, librarians and
artists, with the aim of educating the public on the vital importance of
First Amendment freedoms.
Among the 1 for All campaign’s most notable work:
• Free to Tweet, a social-media competition in 2012 in which
over 17,000 students tweeted their support for First
Amendment freedoms.
• Picture Freedom, a nationwide scholarship contest in 2015.
Students shared artwork on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook
illustrating freedom of expression.
• Dozens of First Amendment festivals at colleges, universities
and high schools.
• A celebrity ad campaign in 2010 featuring Ellen DeGeneres,
Brad Paisley, John Mellencamp, Blake Shelton and Kesha.

How campuses applied for

1 for All grants

1 for All event invited colleges across the country to submit proposals
to celebrate their commitment to free speech, freedom of thought, and
academic freedom.
“We’re looking for large-scale, special events exploring First Amendment freedoms,” said 1 for All Founder Ken Paulson. “We told schools
to think campus-wide, think exciting, creative, engaging, inspirational,
thought-provoking. We told them to think fun.”
Several campuses held events as long as a week featuring a number of
events – music, speakers, panels, readings, competitions, even a march.
“Events were designed to involve as many students as possible,” Paulson said. “That meant enlisting different academic departments, as well
as lots of promotion, including by faculty.”
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1 for (selected
All grantees
reports)
Elon University
Elon University, in Elon, N.C., held its First Amendment Free Food Festival on Sept. 26, 2018, with
assistance from a 1 for All grant.
Here’s what
campus faculty
organizers told
fellow faculty and
staff in a memo:
“We’ll give you
a tasty, free meal
if you sign away
your First Amendment rights. Join
us to see our
speech, press,
religion, assembly
and petition privileges acted out and then
shooed away.”
News coverage highlights:
he Times-News of Burlington, N.C., reported:
”Elon University held its second annual
First Amendment Free Festival to show
students what life would be like if the five freedoms—speech, religion, press, assembly and
petition— were suddenly taken away.
“Those who surrendered their freedoms were
allowed to treat themselves to a free buffet, but
they had to follow the rules of the dictator, played
by Student Government Association President
Kenneth Brown, and his army of corrupt cops.
“‘This is my house!’ Brown said, forcing Elon
News Network reporter Alex Roat out of the ropedoff area for the ninth or tenth time to prevent her
from interviewing his subjects.”
“‘This event is really important to me as a reporter,
obviously,’ Roat told the Times-News. ‘We love the
First Amendment. Without it, we couldn’t do what
we do, and because of that I felt like it was really
necessary to participate just to show people what

T

it would be like to have their First Amendment
rights taken away.’”
Elon’s E-net reported: Elon students, faculty and
staff were offered a free lunch Sept. 26 in the Snow
Family Grand Atrium in Schar Hall in exchange for
the steep price of their First Amendment rights.
“More than 100 people were willing to make the deal during the First
Amendment Free Food Festival, which
featured students acting as protesters, the media and religious figures
– all of whom attempted to exercise
their rights to speak out, report the
news and pray. But in the center of the
commotion were student “police,” who
directed people into the eating area,
commanded topics of conversation,
prohibited coverage of the event and otherwise
ensured no one enjoyed freedom of speech, press,
religion, assembly or petition—the five rights outlined in the First Amendment.”
Times-News: http://www.thetimesnews.com/
news/20180927/elon-university-event-highlightsfirst-amendment-rights
E-net: https://www.elon.edu/e-net/Article/166611 (with video)
Flickr: https://www.flickr.com/photos/
eloncomm/sets/72157700191922931/
with/31059322418/

Middle Tennessee State University
MTSU’s College of Media and Entertainment Dean
Ken Paulson hosted a Shut Up and Dance performance for the Southeast Journalism Conference
on Feb. 16, 2019.
The conference is a yearly gathering of student
journalists from about 30 universities across the
region, and MTSU hosted it this year.
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Then, using a 1 for All PR campaign grant, MTSU
students undertook to promote the First Amendment on campus.
“Students in the Public Relations Campaigns
capstone course spent the spring 2019 semester
developing a campaign to raise awareness among
their peers of the five freedoms that the First
Amendment protects,” reported Matthew P. Taylor,
assistant professor.
The seven seniors in the course conducted
primary research, including a campus survey and a
focus group, as well as secondary research about
their target audience and public knowledge of the
First Amendment.

U

sing their findings, the group created an
in-person quiz game on campus that
challenged students to answer a variety
of questions including a query about the freedoms
protected by the First Amendment. The group
administered the quiz to captive audiences in two
locations: the campus bus system and on golf
carts while
giving students rides
to class. Participants
received prizes for correct responses.
The group promoted
its campaign on Instagram and during
campus events before beginning the
week-long quiz activity. The campus
events featured
free food (“Taste
of Freedom”) and
giveaways, including buttons
listing the
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bars. Group members provided the following verbal
encouragement as they handed out the candy bars:
“Take 5 to know your five.”
Here’s are excerpts from the students’ report on
the 1 for All First Amendment PR campaign:
“1 for All ... challenged us to find a creative way to
get students at Middle Tennessee State University
to learn their rights. Through primary research, we
found that while 58 percent of
students know there are
five freedoms, they
could not name all
five. In our survey,
we often saw
students thinking
the right to bear
arms was a freedom,
which is the Second
Amendment.
“Through secondary research, we found that zero percent of adults aged
18–49 could name all five freedoms, according to
the Freedom Forum Institute. We were up for the
challenge and we were excited to get students
involved.
“Our campaign lasted two weeks. The first week,
we walked around campus with buttons and the
Take 5 candy bar surveying students. Most could
not name their freedoms. We explained them and
then told them “Take 5 to know your five,” as it does
not take that long to learn the First Amendment.
“Our second week of campaigning consisted of
driving students around campus to their classes
in golf carts as part of a game similar to Cash Cab
which we called “Freedom Ridas.” We would quiz
them on pop culture trivia, common history trivia
and then on the First Amendment.
“If they got all or most questions correct, they
received a prize.
“Our research proved correct as many students
had a hard time guessing their freedoms.
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“The response from students about our campaign
was positive. They were eager to learn their freedoms and felt bad that they couldn’t name them.
We handed out 500 mini buttons that said, “I know
my freedoms” to students. The buttons also had
the freedoms on it so they’d never forget them.
“We also created an Instagram account which
received over 100 followers in less than 48 hours.
Through this account, we also received over 600
media impressions. We felt that we raised awareness of the First Amendment on our campus. We
were excited to do something different and fresh
that would make students want to learn.”

Ball State University

University of North Alabama

March 12, 2019, was “Thank a Journalist Day” at
Ball State University in Muncie, Ind.
The day drew over 2,500 Twitter participants and
generated over 2 million social media impressions.
Among those who
participated were
a firefighter team,
a radio station
using the #ThankAJournalist hash
tag on its polls,
Ted Allen (host of
the TV food show
“Chopped”) and Illinois Gov. J.B. Pritzker.

The University of North Alabama in Florence
staged a “Shut Up and Dance” performance on
March 18, 2019, before an enthusiastic audience
of students.

“We had minority, agrarian, religious, high school,
college, tech-based and mainstream news outlets
participate,” said Michelle O’Malley, campaign
class advisor.

Local news coverage:
From WHNT News 19
From The Flor-Ala

“SHUT UP AND DANCE” PERFORMANCE AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH ALABAMA.

She said the students were challenged to:
1) Make #ThankAJournalist trend on either FB
or Twitter. “It trended on Twitter in Indianapolis
for approximately three hours at #2 behind a new
restaurant,” she reported.
2) Have #ThankAJournalist appear on all continents. “We reached 57
different countries over
five continents and we
sent out a bunch of original language press releases to many of those countries reached – like
Mexico, Netherlands, South Korea, Indonesia, and
Taiwan. Australia was reached so that counted for
Antarctica too.”
3) Have a physical community outreach activity.
“Our booth … had students and community members attend and participate.”
See the campaign website,Twitter feed, and
Facebook page.
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News coverage highlights:
The Star Press (Muncie, Ind.)
Peoria (Ill.) Journal Star
Journal Review (Crawfordsville, Ind.)
Muncie Journal
The Times (Hamilton County, Ind.)

California State University, Fresno
For its 1 for All First Amendment project, public
relations classes at California State University,
Fresno, created strategies to engage students on
campus with the values of the First Amendment.
The result: a school-wide event on March 26
with presentations by more than 60 students and a
comprehensive public relations plan for a fall 2019
event tying into Constitution Day, Sept. 17.
Activities to measure current student knowledge
of the First
Amendment
included
primary and
secondary
research such
as student
surveys and
studies about
media covFRESNO STATE PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENTS
WORK ON A PROJECT TO PROMOTE THE FIRST
erage and
AMENDMENT ON CAMPUS.
propaganda.
Students also created media strategies including
videos, news releases, and multiple content for
social media.
Fresno State students are now focused on
increasing campus-wide understanding of the
amendment that guarantees Americans’ expressive freedoms. This project was led by James
Boren, executive director of the Fresno State Institute for Media and Public Trust, and Dr. Bradley
Hart and Dr. Nancy Van Leuven, faculty in the Media, Communication and Journalism Department.

Results and highlights of the campaign:
Interviews with students, posted on Twitter
News coverage
The Collegian, Fresno State: More than 60 students
to give presentations on the First Amendment
Fresno State Institute for Media and Public Trust:
Raising the bar—from awareness to action on the
First Amendment

University of Central Oklahoma
University of Central Oklahoma celebrated a successful First Amendment Day on April 25, 2019,
with events scheduled on the Edmond campus
throughout the day. The day was so successful
that University of Central Oklahoma University President Don Betz has suggested that it occur yearly.
Speaking to students, Betz emphasized the
importance of First
Amendment freedoms,
saying several times
throughout the day,
“We cannot be silent.”

T

he value of the
First Amendment was also
emphasized in the
UCO’S FIRST AMENDMENT MARCH
numerous Post-It-Notes GETS UNDERWAY.
placed on the First Amendment Board in the student center. It was debated throughout the day on
campus panels.
Hundreds of people, including President Betz,
participated in a march celebrating the five freedoms—speech, press, religion, assembly and
petition. Leading the march was none other than
James Madison, author of the First Amendment,
as portrayed by a student, First Amendment Day
co-director Trevor Stone. (The other student First
Amendment Day co-director was Erin Barnett.) One
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professor, Mike Breslin, carried an American flag.
Enthusiasm for the First Amendment was shown
in the photos submitted for the high school First
Amendment Day photo contest, and in the college
First Amendment Day essay contest.
UCO’s First Amendment Day received coverage
from state, local and campus TV and news organizations. It was announced at community-wide
events, and was pushed
on the university’s
multiple social media
channels.
At a luncheon at the
UCO Journalism Hall of
Fame, university presJAMES MADISON SPEAKS ON
THE FIRST AMENDMENT.
idents, deans, journalists, regents and other dignitaries from throughout
the state heard about the day and all received the
First Amendment Day programs and buttons.

government agencies. Fourteen of those were
from Florida, including scientists reporting they’d
been told not to use the words “climate change” in
public documents and programs. The University of
Florida’s 1 for All program set out to address this
First Amendment issue.
“I and my colleagues and students who cover
science find that even the agencies most helpful
in the past, such as U.S. Geological Survey, now
routinely prohibit scientists from speaking publicly
about their work, particularly on climate change,”
said Cynthia Barnett, environmental journalist in
residence at the University of Florida’s College of
Journalism and Communications.
“These troubling trends are well-known in our colleges of journalism and law; the First Amendment
is likewise a familiar topic in humanities courses
from art to civics and religion,” said Barnett, who

News coverage
The Edmond Sun: Vigilant journalists uphold
First Amendment
The Oklahoman/Tulsa World
The Edmond Sun
Tulsa World
The Oklahoman, Oklahoma City
The Journal Record, Oklahoma City
UCentral Media
The Journal Record, commentary by Joe Hight
Associated Press, via OKC Fox
Associated Press, via USNews.com
Associated Press, via KTUL, Tulsa, Channel 8
(ABC)
FOI Oklahoma

organized UF’s program on the topic with a 1 for All

University of Florida

UF Department of Geological Sciences; and UF

Since November 2016, Columbia University’s
climate censorship tracker has documented
more than 300 instances of silenced science within the Environmental Protection Agency and other

2019 designed to expand the breadth of disciplines

grant. “But undergraduates in the sciences, engineering and health may not encounter free speech
in professional curriculum. The Science: Unsilenced series set out to raise awareness and ignite
campus conversations around these
issues in the hard
sciences.”
UF’s College of
Journalism and
Communications
partnered with the
Bob Graham Center

JOEL CLEMENT, WHISTLEBLOWER.

for Public Service; the Florida Climate Institute; the
Health on a series of speakers and events in April
and stakeholders who feel ownership in the First
Amendment and its protections.
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Events included:
Film screening: The series launched on April 15
with staggered lunch-time pizza parties in FrazierRogers Hall, one of UF’s hubs for the natural sciences, inviting science students to view the film
series “Let Science Speak,” a documentary and
campaign outlining censorship and other perils facing
America’s environmental
scientists. Watching the
series were 75 students and
faculty members, with the
highest turnout from the
sciences. Faculty were
invited to show the series or
segments in classrooms that
week. And, in a partnership with one of Gainesville’s
large public high schools, Eastside High, the series
was screened in environmental-science classes
every day that week in recognition of Earth Day.
Science: Unsilenced panel: The marquee program was April 16 at the Bob Graham Center for
Public Service, UF’s hub for civic engagement.
Moderated by climate scientist Andrea Dutton, the
Science: Unsilenced panel featured two censored
scientists—Joel Clement, the first whistleblower of
the Trump administration, and retired Florida DEP
scientist
Connie Bersok—along
with UF Brechner Center for
Freedom of
Information
director Frank
SONJA R. WEST DISCUSSES DOCTORS’ FREE
LoMonte for a
SPEECH WITH DR. MATTHEW RYAN.
discussion on
the spectrum of censorship scientists are experiencing, the protections they have or lack, and solutions.
Clement served for seven years as an executive
at the U.S. Department of the Interior before his

public resignation charging retaliation for disclosing the perilous impacts of climate change. Bersok,
a 30-year employee of the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection, had been suspended
after her critical memo against a wetlands permit.
This panel drew more than 80 students, faculty and
members of the public, with
others watching via Facebook live. “We were thrilled
with the depth and relevance of the conversation
and audience engagement,”
said Barnett. You can
download the video here.

F

ilm and producer talk and Q&A, Let Science
Speak: On April 17 the series continued with
a third showing of Let Science Speak, this
time with a virtual talk and Q&A with producer
Christine Arena of San Francisco. Arena helped
carry the conversation beyond censorship to its
solutions, particularly helping the public and lawmakers understand shared values surrounding free
speech and government accountability, and what
society risks in not having access to credible
science.
Physicians and the First Amendment panel:
The final event, also on April 17, involved a lecture at UF’s health-sciences complex with Sonja
R. West, Otis Brumby Distinguished Professor in
First Amendment Law at the University of Georgia
School of Law, on free-speech issues surrounding
the health professions. “We reached out to Prof.
West with Florida’s ‘docs-and-glocks’ law (now
struck down) in mind,” said Barnett, referring to the
legislation that prevented doctors from talking with
their patients about guns. “We didn’t realize how
much deeper free-speech concerns have become
for the health professions.”
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Science: Unsilenced story tips portal: As part
of the Science: Unsilenced project, Barnett and
LoMonte also created a secure portal through the
college’s Brechner Center to allow government
researchers to submit stories of attempts to
restrict or prohibit scientific research, education
or discussion — or the publication or other use of
science — in Florida.
Overall impact: “What seems most important
about Science: Unsilenced is the extent to which it
allowed UF’s College of Journalism and Communications and Bob Graham Center for Public Service
to connect with faculty and students in engineering,
the sciences and health on our shared values of
free speech and pursuit of truth,” Barnett reported.
“We have projects with these
divisions when it comes to
PR and helping scientists tell
their stories. But it will take a

Iowa State University
Iowa State University went in big for the First
Amendment in April.
Its First Amendment series included the 17th
Annual First Amendment Days, April 8–12, on
the campus, featuring a range of events celebrating
the freedoms of speech, press, religion, assembly
and petition.
First Amendment Days “is the longest-running
continual First Amendment celebration at any
university in the U.S.,” according to Iowa State. This
year it presented five days of programming for the
Iowa State campus and beyond, including:
Common Ground: a discussion about belief
Keynote lecture given by Simon Tam, founder and
bassist of The Slants
Depth and Dialogue sessions
and public lectures

rations to overcome threats

Democalypse March, Feast on
the First, live street art demo 		
by iamsloth

to free speech, gaps in infor-

First Amendment Workshop

deeper understanding of these
shared values to build collabo-

mation and knowledge, and

Then, on April 23, Iowa State
THE SHUT UP AND DANCE BAND PERFORMS
brought Shut Up and Dance to
A SONG BY LORDE.
experiencing.”
the campus in Ames. More than
In an email after the series, a professor, Tom
330 students rocked with the music in the Music
Mareci of the Department of Biochemistry and
Building’s Martha Ellen Tye Recital Hall.
It’s a new program of the Free Speech Center at
Molecular Biology put it this way: “The events were
Middle Tennessee State University and 1 for All, a
both informative and entertaining, but mainly very
national, nonpartisan campaign designed to build
enlightening… Some of my students and colunderstanding and support for the First Amendleagues are unaware of this censorship. Personally,
ment’s five freedoms.
I find this censorship deeply disturbing. Americans
Shut Up and Dance is an entertaining, music-orido not approve when people are told they cannot
ented presentation telling the story of America’s
express their opinions. Perhaps this story should
social struggles and progress through pop, rock,
be revisited.”
gospel, soul, country and hip-hop, and illuminates
for audiences the pivotal moments when artists
were told to be quiet and instead spoke up.
the loss of trust we are all
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News coverage
Iowa State Lectures Program
Iowa State News Service

University of Nevada, Reno
Press freedom and libel were the focus of the 1 for
All program at the Donald W. Reynolds School of
Journalism on April 23, 2019. A few months earlier,
Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas had
urged a legal rethinking of the actual-malice standard established in the high court’s ruling in New
York Times
Co. v. Sullivan
(1964).
Thomas’s
view caused
some alarm
among journalists and
First Amendment advoKEN PAULSON, CREATOR OF SHUT UP AND
cates.
DANCE, LEADS THE PERFORMANCE.
The actual-malice standard holds that reporting
critical of public figures can be considered libelous only if the news outlet knows the criticism is
false, or publishes with reckless disregard as to
whether it is false or not. Since 1964 the Times v.
Sullivan standard has protected news media from
libel suits brought by politicians and other public
figures who dispute what’s been said about them.
Essentially it allows the press to make mistakes
in the interest of reporting on matters of public
importance.
But Thomas said the Supreme Court in that decision interfered with states’ rights to set their own
libel standards.
In the 1 for All First Amendment Forum in the
theater of the Joe Crowley Student Union, veteran
First Amendment expert Jane Kirtley delivered her
presentation, “Uncommon Law: The Past, Present

and Future of Libel in America,” to a crowd of about
100 university students and faculty, lawyers, reporters
and others. Kirtley is professor and director of the
Silha Center for the Study of Media Ethics and Law
at the University of Minnesota.
She assailed President Donald Trump’s frequent
attacks on the news media as purveyors of “fake
news,” and his view that current libel law regarding
public figures goes against American values and
should be changed.
Said Kirtley, “I think [fake news] should mean when
a news organization or some other speaker or
publisher deliberately chooses to publish information
they know to be untrue with the goal of misleading
the public. I don’t think that’s how President Trump
defines fake news.”
The public, Kirtley said, can’t trust the government
to decide what is or is not truth. She noted further
that the actual-malice standard under Times v.
Sullivan also protects politicians who lambaste
their critics.
“Any determination of truth or falsity that’s left
in the hands of the government, that fails to recognize the fundamental right
of the citizen to
criticize without
fear, is fundamentally flawed,”
she said. “And
so, respectfully,
PATRICK FILE, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
I disagree with
OF MEDIA LAW, DURING Q & A WITH FIRST
President Trump AMENDMENT EXPERT JANE KIRTLEY.
(PHOTO BY KRYSTA SCRIPTER)
when he says
our libel laws are un-American. I think they are the
essence of American values. They are values that
we must preserve.”
See the event poster.
News coverage
Nevada Today
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University of Evansville

The causes were these:

In this 1 for All public relations project, student
teams picked causes they cared about and built PR
campaigns using First Amendment freedoms to
promote them.
Tamara Wandel, associate professor of communication, said, “We wanted to try something completely different to encourage students to consider
how the First Amendment affects them.
“Each team tackled an issue of interest to them
and used the platform to push awareness of First
Amendment freedoms.”

• Helping veterans transition to civilian life.
• Providing toiletries and shoes for impoverished children.
• Offering a safe space and gender-affirming
clothing to youth.
The teams presented data and engaged other
students on campus in discussions about how the
freedoms of speech, press, religion, assembly and
petition guaranteed by the First Amendment had
been and could be used to further what people
believe in and care about most strongly.

Other grant commitments
The following schools’ 1 for All grant applications were approved for 2019:
Event/program grants
Austin Peay State University
California State University, Fresno
John Brown University, “Reimagining Faith and Public Life”
University of Georgia
University of North Carolina Wilmington
PR campaign classes
Auburn University at Montgomery
Austin Peay State University
Ball State University
California State University, Fresno
California State University, Fullerton
California State University, Long Beach
Central Methodist University
Central State University
Eastern Michigan University
Elon University
Florida Institute of Technology
Franklin College
George Mason University
Grand Valley State University
Howard University
Iowa State University
James Madison University
John Brown University

Kent State University
Keystone College
Lamar University
Louisiana State University
Middle Tennessee State University
Oklahoma Christian University
Robert Morris University
Rowan University
Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville
St. John Fisher College
SUNY Oswego
Syracuse University
Texas A&M University,
Corpus Christi
Texas Tech University
University of Central Florida
University of Central Oklahoma

University of Evansville
University of Florida
University of Georgia
University of Houston
University of Nebraska–Omaha
University of Nevada, Reno
University of North Alabama
University of North Carolina,
Asheville
University of North Carolina,
Wilmington
University of Oklahoma
University of South Alabama
University of Southern
Mississippi
Virginia Union University
Virginia Wesleyan University
West Virginia University
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1 for All supporters
1 for All Supporters share a belief that the First Amendment is the cornerstone
of our democracy, and that every American should know more about the freedoms of speech, press and religion, and the rights of petition and assembly.
Supporters:
Chicago Public Square
The Commercial Appeal, Memphis
The Connection
Dickson (Tenn.) Post
The Exchange
Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE)
Free Speech Center at MTSU
Freedom Forum Institute
Gallatin (Tenn.) News
Hendersonville (Tenn.) Standard
John Seigenthaler Chair of Excellence in First Amendment Studies
Journalism Education Association
Knight Foundation
Knoxville News-Sentinel
Koch Foundation
Main Street Media of Tennessee
Middle Tennessee State University
Murfreesboro (Tenn.) Post
National Scholastic Press Association
Newseum
Portland (Tenn.) Sun
Spotland Productions
Tennessee Association of Broadcasters
Tennessee Press Association
The Tennessean, Nashville
The Wilson (Tenn.) Post
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